
AP Macroeconomics Summer Assignment 2021

Fulton Science Academy

Mrs. Peter bpeter@fultonscienceacademy.org

Due: Third day of Class at the Beginning of the Semester

Congratulations on making a choice to take AP

Macroeconomics! You are an economist now so it is important

to start thinking like one. Economics is the study of how

humans choose to allocate scarce resources in order to deal

with the unlimited wants of our society. For you summer

assignment you will be required to complete the assignments

that follow.

This assignment is meant to prepare you for the material that lies ahead and to narrow the “rush”

to cover all the material that is required to do well on you AP exam. Important Stuff: Please feel

free to contact me over the summer if you have any questions about the summer assignment or

need any other assistance. I will be checking my email no less than weekly so do not hesitate to

contact me.

Part A: Watch the videos below: Write a brief summary of the main concepts discussed. All

videos are available on YouTube.

1. Micro Unit 1 Summary- Basic Economic Concepts

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2izx5W1FAEU

a. List and define the major topics discussed in the video. Use examples if practical.
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2. Macro and Micro Unit 1- Practice Questions

#1-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UfG2ODhUl7I

a. Work through on paper the practice problem as described in the video.

3. Perverse Incentives and Bad Policies with Jacob

Clifford-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FdiQl7urd2w

a. List and describe the bad economic policies as described in the video.

4. Production Possibilities Curve- Econ

1.1-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6XL__2CDPU

a. Define what the PPC is and what does it tell us about trade-offs and opportunity costs as

described in the video.

5. Shifting the Production Possibilities Curve (PPC)- Econ

1.2-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FwPiWz1a1Tw

a. Describe the reasons why the PPC shifts. What does the PPC compare and why is it

important?

6. Production Possibilities- EconMovies #3: Monsters

Inc-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tW4G5IPpzFY

a. Describe how the PPC is used to explain the economics of Monsters, Inc.



7. Comparative Advantage and Terms of Trade -ACDC Econ

1.3-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ol4NexZ0iII

a. Explain the concepts of comparative advantage and terms of trade as explained in the video

using his example.

8. Econ 1.4 Comparative Advantage: ACDC

Econ-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FpTBjRf8lGs

a. Explain what comparative advantage and the use of specialization as described in the video.

9. Econ 1.5 Comparative Advantage Practice: Output and Input Questions-AP

Economics-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z9SAzSm24qg

a. Work through the practice problem along with the video on a separate sheet of paper.

Part B: Purchase or download the book by Adam Smith: The Wealth of Nations. Read

through the book and answer the following questions.

1. For Smith, what is "wealth"? Why does he devote his book to the subject?

2. How does Smith account for the origin and existence of the division of labor and for its

tendency to increase over time? What makes an advanced division of labor so productive?

3. When Smith speaks of the "invisible hand," what does he mean to convey?

4. According to Smith, how does welfare one individual contribute to the Nation’s domestic

value?

5. Consider the manner in which Smith erects his argument in favor of laissez-faire. Is it

consistently argued?



6. Smith asserts that a sovereign has three major duties? How are these political responsibilities

important for the notion of capitalism?

7. How would you describe Adam Smith's "politics?" What positive role does Smith see for the

state?

8. The Wealth of Nations is sometimes interpreted as an attempt to legitimize the activities of

capitalists. How far do you think this reading of Smith is justified by the text?


